TripText™ Simplified mileage tracking for your workforce.
Record deductible driving miles and expenses accurately, all year long.
What is TripText?
TripText is the only interactive automated system to provide an accurate account of reimbursable mileage. Faster
than the traditional method of writing down the odometer reading at every stop and the system virtually eliminates
potentially inaccurate or inflated entries. In addition, TripText allows supervisors to review employee schedules and
time on site. Reports are ready to print out in an IRS conforming Mileage Log or downloaded for use with many
other popular applications.
Why TripText?
There are many other mileage log systems, but no matter how good they
are, if it is too hard to fill in the information, or if it takes too much time, the
log won't get filled in. Even waiting till the end of the week can make it hard
to remember every stop and any related expenses. TripText doesn't let you
forget! Simply respond to TripText with the reason for the trip and any
additional information you would like recorded. Done! Even if you don’t
respond, you can create defaults that will be used. TripText automates the
whole logging process, resulting in accurate data throughout the whole year!
What if I change vehicles?
The small device fits in any pocket and installs in 3 seconds. Just plug it in
and you're ready to go.
Who purchases TripText?
Employers who reimburse employee mileage, small business owners who
use vehicles for business and personal use, and individuals. If you take
business, medical, or charity related mileage as a tax deduction then you
have found the right tool to create your mileage log. TripText is the easiest
way to document your miles automatically and accurately.
Do you need a smartphone or data plan?
No! TripText is interactive with any mobile phone with text messaging (SMS) enabled. Corporate IT and Security
can rest easy knowing there are no special applications to install or malware application risks.
How much does it cost?
Subscriptions start at $1501 annually per unit and discounts are available with as few as 5 units. One time
purchase of hardware device per unit required. Cover subscription in less than 300 miles driven! 2014 IRS
standard rates per mile are: 56¢ for business, 23.5¢ per mile driven for medical or moving purposes, & 14¢ per mile
driven in service of charitable organizations.

TripText™ powered by GPSOnIt.com
Email us for more information: info@wbtconsultants.com
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Text messaging plan on individual cell phones is required for full features. Standard Text Messaging and other
charges may apply per your service plan. Please check with your wireless carrier regarding the cost of sending and
receiving text messages from your mobile phone.

